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The objective of this paper is to examine whether derivatives trading leads to destabilization effects of 
the underlying markets. We employ Taiwan-listed stocks and partition the sample into Taiwan 50 index 
constituents and non-Taiwan 50 stocks. The sample period covers from January 2001 to December 
2004. Subsequently, we divide the observed period into three sub-periods and use a covariance 
regression model and the Sharpe measure to analyze the effect of Taiwan 50 Index Futures and Taiwan 
Top 50 Tracker Fund trading on spot price volatility and performance. The empirical results show that 
the launches of Taiwan 50 index futures and Taiwan Top 50 Tracker Fund trading not only push the 
volatility to further increase after controlling several firm-specific factors but also advance the 
performances. At the same time, Taiwan 50 Index constituents have a higher volatility than non-Taiwan 
50 stocks. However, due to the huge trading volume difference, we conjecture that Taiwan Top 50 
Tracker Fund is the major factor not the index futures. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the most important developments in finance 
theory in recent decades is the ability to measure risk in a 
quantifiable fashion. If we know how to measure and 
price financial risk correctly, then we can rightly value 
risky assets. This in turn leads to better allocation of 
resources in the economy. Investors can do a better job 
of allocating their savings to various types of risky 
securities, and managers can better allocate the funds 
provided by shareholders and creditors among scarce 
capital resources. However, until recently it was still di-
varicating how derivatives trading affected the underlying 
spot price volatility. A futures contract is similar to a 
forward contract except that the changes in the contract 
price are settled daily. Both the owner and seller have the 
obligation to deliver the underlying assets  at  a  specified  
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time, place, and promised price in the future. 
Ever since the introduction of financial derivatives into 

fi-nancial markets during the 1970s, the effect of 
derivatives (futures and options) trading on the underlying 
assets has been of great interest to both academics and 
practitioners, especially to analyzing whether introducing 
derivatives could stabilize or destabilize the underlying 
spot market and improve the efficiency of the market. 
There are two contestable views about the introduction of 
derivatives and how they influence the underlying spot 
markets. Chiefly, derivatives serve as stabilizing factors, 
as they increase information transparency, improve 
market efficiency, and decrease information asymmetries. 
Because of that, practitioners have more useful informa-
tion to make decisions. The other view is that derivatives 
allow the investors to take positions in both the 
underlying market and the derivatives, so as to form a 
variety of trading strategies or decisions, short selling or 
arbitrage, etc., that result in increasing volatility. If the 
latter view is true,  then  we  could  claim  that  derivatives  



 
 
 
 
are destabilizing effects and it is conceivable that they 
would be unfavorable to the markets in times of financial  
crisis. However, how derivative trading affects the under-
lying spot markets has always been a controversial issue. 

When financial markets undergo a stock market crash 
like they did in 1987, academics, practitioners, and regu-
lators pointed to derivatives as being the chief criminal in 
the precipitous fall of equity prices, because derivatives 
led to a destabilization of the market. As derivatives 
become more and more important to financial markets 
worldwide, a great many scholars have targeted different 
countries and provided some empirical evidence in 
connection with the impact of derivatives trading on the 
underlying spot market. In retrospect to the development 
of the index futures market, in February 1982 the Kansas 
City Board of Trade (KCBT) in the U.S. published the first 
index futures contract worldwide. After the launch of the 
first index futures contract, the trading volume of index 
futures have risen steadily to become one of the most 
important financial futures contracts for the whole world. 
Following that, London’s International Financial Futures 
and Options Exchange (LIFFE) constructed FTSE 100 
Index Futures in May 1984 as the first index futures in 
Europe. Singapore’s International Monetary Exchange 
(SIMEX) then listed Nikkei 225 Stock Index Futures in 
1986. 

After much delay, Taiwan launched the Taiwan Stock 
Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) 
Futures in July 1999, followed by the Electronics Sector 
Index Futures and Finance Sector Index Futures in the 
same month. Subsequently, in order to keep up with inter-
national trends in developing index-related products, the 
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TSEC) in associa-
tion with The Financial Times and the London Stock 
Exchange (FTSE) published the first tradable index in 
Taiwan, that is, “the Taiwan 50 index”, on October 29, 
2002 and derived “Taiwan 50 index futures” and “Taiwan 
top 50 tracker fund (TTT)” which is just an ETF (ex-
change traded fund) on June 30, 2003 (Both Taiwan 50 
Index Futures and Taiwan Top 50 Tracker Fund launched 
on June 30, 2003. We use Taiwan 50 Index Futures tra-
ding as a representative, and conjecture which one has 
more effect on spot price volatility). The Taiwan 50 index 
was the first of its kind designed specifically for derivative 
trading in Taiwan and has been designed to represent the 
performance of the Taiwan stock market. The base date 
for Taiwan 50 index is April 30, 2000 and the base index 
is set at 5,000. This index consists of the top-50 
capitalized blue chip stocks listed on the Taiwan stock 
market. 

The constituents possess the same characteristics 
about satisfactory liquidity, capitalization, free float, and 
investment merit.  

They represents nearly 70% of the Taiwan stock mar-
ket’s capitalization and must meet the select criteria for 
component stocks to ensure the Taiwan 50 index is the 
most cost effective and tradable index for Taiwan.  Taiwan  
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prides herself on its third largest holdings globally of 
foreign exchange reserves, only behind the People’s 
Republic of China and Japan. In 2006, comparing its 
yearly trading value with other major stock markets, the 
Taiwan stock market reached US$736.5 billion and 
ranked fourth in Asia. At the same time, the yearly volume 
of derivatives trading reached 114 million and ranked 
eighteenth in all derivative exchanges worldwide. These 
figures show the significant importance of Taiwan’s eco-
nomic status and capital market with regard to emerging 
markets and the whole world. The importance of Taiwan’s 
capital markets from a global perspective has steadily 
increased, but only a few studies have researched what 
the effect is of introducing index futures on the Taiwan 
stock market’s spot price volatility, especially for a statio-
nary sampling index. The Taiwan 50 index possesses 
particular characteristics about tradability, the market’s 
performance, and diversification, making it convenient to 
conduct passive management. However, all decisions are 
based on investors’ degrees of risk aversion, and there-
fore it is quite important to understand the effects on the 
underlying spot price volatility. Because of these reasons, 
we decide to study this issue and adopt the Taiwan stock 
market and the Taiwan 50 index as the underlying index. 

We partition our observed period into three sub-periods 
relative to two important events and investigate two chief 
issues. For starters, we investigate whether the introduc-
tion of the Taiwan 50 index futures and Taiwan Top 50 
Tracker Fund (TTT) caused a significant change on the 
underlying Taiwan 50 index constituents relative to the 
stocks that were not a part of the index futures and TTT 
trading, and we will try to prove if the futures and TTT 
stabilize or destabilize the market in Taiwan. We choose 
some stocks from the group that has no futures trading to 
form a careful-matching non-Taiwan 50 control group. We 
then examine whether index futures and TTT trading in 
Taiwan caused a significant change on spot market 
volatility and the performance of the underlying Taiwan 50 
stock group and follow up to compare the results with the 
careful-matching non-Taiwan 50 stock group in three 
different sub-periods. We extend the investigation to sort 
out electronics stocks and examine the effects of futures 
and TTT trading, because the electronics sector is the 
major representative industry in Taiwan. 

The trading of financial derivatives not only provides 
investors a channel to hedge, diversification, and 
increase liquidity of capital, but also influence the effect of 
monetary policy.  

It may promote the market to change and harass the 
regular trading system, because the trading of financial 
derivatives concerned with high leverage operation and 
off-balance financing.  

Hence, the contribution of this study seems to help 
assess the economic usefulness of derivatives markets, 
do a better job of allocating savings and funds for 
investors and fund management, and constitute a well 
supervisory system for government. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
How significant is the influence of introducing derivatives 
on a stock market? Is it good news or bad news? Engle 
(1993) and Engle and Ng (1993) document various new 
and existing ARCH models which emphasize the asym-
metry of the volatility response to news. They find that all 
the models exhibit negative shocks and cause more 
volatility than positive shocks, with this effect particularly 
apparent for the largest shocks. Therefore, if the introduc-
tion of derivatives is bad news, then it will to lead higher 
volatility to the market than without derivatives trading. 
Jubinski and Tomljanovich (2003) argue that there are 
two ways in which the introduction of options may affect 
the underlying security. The first angle is that introducing 
options into a market will cause the price of the security 
to temporarily fluctuate, thus affecting returns for a short 
period of time - that is to say, a price effect. The other one 
is the volatility effect, as the introduction of options may 
change the trading patterns of the underlying security. 
The second effect may cause the variance of returns to 
either be permanent or temporary. 

Market policy may also be the force that influences a 
financial market. Bae et al. (2004) provide several fric-
tions and restrictions unique in the South Korea markets 
that may have hindered the efficiency of the financial 
market there, including circuit breakers, sidercar system, 
restrictions on foreign ownership, and inactive program 
trading. These factors could explain puzzling evidence on 
the volatility spillover to non-KOSPI 200 stocks and the 
gradual disappearance of the efficient advantage of 
KOSPI 200 stocks relative to non-KOSPI 200 stocks 
associated with the introduction of options trading upon 
KOSPI 200 index futures. By the same token, in the 
trading-cost hypothesis, a policy directly related to 
reducing transaction costs is associated with better price 
discovery of the reform market. Hsieh (2004) supports 
the trading-cost hypothesis that a lower transaction cost 
is associated with better price discovery. His results also 
indicate that exchanges seeking to improve information 
efficiency should adopt policies that will reduce tran-
saction costs or increase trading volume. These studies 
suggest that regulators and authorities need to pay more 
attention to market policies and restrictions, because they 
lead to market stabilization as derivatives help improve 
information efficiency of the home market. Even then, the 
impact of the introduction of derivatives on the underlying 
spot market is at best a controversial issue to both 
participants and regulators. Previous studies document 
mixed evidence on the impact of trading derivatives on 
the various underlying spot markets. 

A number of previous studies do consider that the 
volatility of the spot market stocks do decrease and show 
increased trading volume after financial derivatives 
trading has begun. Cox (1976) investigates the effect of 
organized futures trading on information dissemination in 
the spot markets. His empirical evidence on commodities’  

 
 
 
 
price behavior indicates that futures trading increases the 
information incorporated in a commodity’s spot price. 
Conrad (1989) examines the price effect of the introduc-
tion of options in U.S. financial markets. He indicates that 
the introduction of an options market is associated with a 
positive price effect on the underlying security beginning 
slightly before the introduction date. The variance of an 
individual underlying security’s returns declines following 
the introduction, but the systematic risk of a security is 
not affected by the introduction. From another view about 
the effect of bid-ask spread due to derivatives trading, 
Fedenia and Grammatikos (1992) document that options 
listing significantly induces an average decline (increase) 
in the spreads of NYSE (OTC) traded stocks. 

Long et al. (1994) point out that the listing of options on 
OTC firms increases the potential liquidity and market 
ability, but does not increase the volatility of the under-
lying securities. Kabir (2000) and Mayhew (2000) agree 
that their findings also provide further evidence that 
options listing does nothing to destabilize the underlying 
stock market. Kabir (2000) further argues the effect of 
derivatives trading on underlying securities by examining 
options listings from the Netherlands. He finds that there 
are significant average stock price declines after the 
introduction of options, but there is no statistically signifi-
cant change that takes place on stock volatility (total risk, 
systematic risk, and non-systematic risk) in both the short 
run and long run. Mayhew (2000) documents that the 
introduction of derivatives tends to improve the liquidity 
and advantages of markets. Pilar and Rafael (2002) also 
provide their study to prove that derivatives markets do 
improve the transmission and speed of the information 
and decrease the conditional volatility of the underlying 
index, which provides stability for the underlying market – 
Spain’s stock market. Jubinski and Tomljanovich (2003) 
indicate that volatility either significantly decreases or is 
unchanged for S&P 500 and S&P 600 indices in both the 
short run and long run, but they find that options provide 
additional information about the underlying securities and 
do not serve as a destabilizing influence in the market. 

On the contrary, some studies suggest that the start of 
trading in stock index futures and index options increases 
speculative activity which in turn destabilizes cash 
markets, causing higher volatility. Harris (1989) presents 
a positive relation between futures market trading and 
variances of the S&P 500 index stock returns, which 
imply that trading in index futures and/or index options 
markets increases cash market volatility. Chang et al. 
(1999) support Harris’s argument about derivatives’ 
destabilization. Their test shows that for Nikkei stocks the 
spot portfolio volatility increased when Nikkei futures 
began trading on the Osaka Securities Exchange (OSE), 
but not on the Singapore International Monetary 
Exchange (SIMEX). This finding is consistent with Harris 
in that futures trading increases spot portfolio volatility. 

Bae et al. (2004) claim a similar argument and they find 
that the introduction of KOSPI 200 index futures trading is  



 
 
 
 
associated with greater market efficiency, but at the same 
time, there is greater spot price volatility in the underlying 
stock market. Relative to the carefully matched non-
KOSPI 200 stocks, the KOSPI 200 index experienced 
lower spot price volatility and higher trading efficiency, but 
the efficiency gap between the two groups of stocks 
drops off over time and vanishes following the addition of 
options trading. Respecting that there are no consensus 
results. Gulen and Mayhew (2000) investigate stock 
market volatility before and after the introduction of 
equity-index futures trading in twenty-five countries. They 
find that futures’ trading is related to an increase in 
conditional volatility in the United States and Japan, but 
not so in nearly every other country. From an inference in 
examining the results from twenty-five countries, the 
futures markets are not only associated with decreasing 
volatility, but the markets also help countries become 
more integrated with global markets. Even now, different 
countries have different contract designs, trading mecha-
nisms, and regulatory environments, and thus political 
and economic factors are able to influence the empirical 
results. 

Other than literatures aforementioned, many studies, 
that is Chou and Lee (2002), Chiu and Hsieh (2002), 
Harvey and Whaley (1991), Levi and Wright (2004), 
McKenzie et al. (2001), Shenbagaraman (2003), 
Whittaker et al. (1997), also contribute to this topic with 
similar or different perspectives. Altogether, no matter 
what derivatives, underlying markets, countries, and 
research methodologies have been studied we can 
conclude that the impact of introducing derivatives into 
underlying spot markets is a controversial issue all the 
time. 
 
 
DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION 
 
According to Harris (1989) and Bae et al. (2004), there 
are two approaches that have been popularly used to 
analyze the impact of index futures trading on stock 
market volatility. One approach compares spot price 
volatility changes before and after futures trading is intro-
duced. The other approach compares spot price volatility 
differences between stocks that are included in the 
Taiwan 50 index and stocks against which no futures are 
traded, but are included in the careful-matching non-
Taiwan 50 stock groups. However, each approach has 
some methodological advantages than the other one and 
both approaches have to fit specific conditions to be 
credible. Hence, we adopt both methods in a manner 
similar to Harris (1989) and Bae et al. (2004) to ensure 
that our study has good reliability and exclude other 
factors that might influence the spot price volatility except 
for introducing derivatives. In order to examine the 
introduction of index futures and whether it causes a 
significant effect on the underlying spot assets, we divide 
our sample period of January 1,  2001  to  December  31,  
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2004 into three sub-periods based on two primary events 
related to the Taiwan 50 index being published and 
derivative futures being traded. 

The Taiwan 50 index published its list on October 29, 
2002, choosing from 688 listed companies on the TSEC 
at that time. The Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT were 
introduced simultaneously on June 30, 2003. Therefore, 
Period I covers before the launch of the Taiwan 50 index 
from January 1, 2001 to October 28, 2002. For this 
reason we use Period I as a reference period, because 
no event related to the index being published and futures 
being launched took place in this period. Period II from 
October 29, 2002 to June 29, 2003 covers the publication 
of the Taiwan 50 index, but before Taiwan 50 index fu-
tures and TTT were introduced. The final period contains 
the publication day and the timeframe following futures 
and TTT trading, spanning from June 30, 2003 to 
December 31, 2004. These range decisions help our 
study cover a sufficient and reasonable number of trading 
days. For each sub-period, we have some prior selected 
criteria prior of observed samples that should be 
required. For instance, things that may affect empirical 
results include a company added to or deleted from the 
Taiwan 50 index suddenly, those that do not stay in the 
Taiwan 50 index from the beginning to the end for each 
sub-period, incomplete data, mergers and acquisitions, 
and other reasons. If a company fits in with the above 
criteria, then we exclude it from our sample for the 
observed sub-period. This selection process is repeated 
in each sub-period until all stocks have been gone over 
and we find the feasible samples. 

The preliminary sample of our study composes all 50 
constituents which were included in the Taiwan 50 index 
and traded on the TSEC. Upon previous principles, four 
financial firms became financial holding companies 
during Period I and complete data were lost, and hence 
they are deleted from our observation. The exact number 
of stocks used for the sample is forty-six for Period I. 
During Period II, five firms were deleted from the index, 
and so the sample for Period II consists of forty-one 
stocks. Lastly, during Period III, six firms were added 
while eight firms were deleted from the index, and thus 
the index comprises forty-three stocks for Period III. In 
the case of the samples with no futures trading, we use 
similar criteria to the aforementioned. The relative sam-
ples of no futures trading for each period are 277,349, 
and 396 stocks, respectively. Table 1 shows the sample 
distribution of Taiwan 50 stocks and the sample of no 
futures trading stocks used in our study by industry. The 
next step towards comparing the effect of futures trading 
against the Taiwan 50 constituents on spot market 
volatility includes looking for a sample as the careful-
matching control set. The control group contains an equal 
number with the Taiwan 50 index and is chosen from 
TSEC listed stocks that were not included in the index 
during each observed sub-period. In order to make the 
non-Taiwan 50 group be  as  comparable  as  possible  to  
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Table 1. Stocks distribution of two groups classified by industry. 
 

Industry classification 

Period Electronics Financial Others Total 

I 29/152 1/19 9/106 39/277 

II 25/217 7/24 9/108 41/349 

III 21/230 10/22 12/144 43/396 
 

In industry classification, we divide our sample into three categories. Because the electronics 
and financial industries are the two main industries in Taiwan, we draw the two industries out 
from the sample and form independent categories. The number on the left-hand side of “/” 
represents the number of Taiwan 50 stocks included in the empirical analysis; the number on 
the right-hand side of “/” represents the number of initial non-Taiwan 50 stocks from which the 
matched non-Taiwan 50 set is constructed; Period I = pre-Taiwan 50 index publication period 
(1/1/2001 ~ 10/28/2002); Period II = post-publication period (10/29/2002 ~ 6/29/2003); Period 
III = post-futures and TTT trading period (6/30/2003 ~ 12/31/2004). 

 
 
 
the Taiwan 50 index and cause a reliable result, we adopt 
a selection process similar to Harris (1989) and Bae et al. 
(2004) in order to get the stocks to fit in with our 
requirement from Table 1. 

The procedure for selection is as follows: (a) estimate 
the regression coefficients of firms in the Taiwan 50 index 
by regressing the standard deviations of the daily stock 
returns of each firm against four variables - systematic 
risk, firm market value, inverse stock price level, and 
foreign exchange exposure; (b) calculate the weighted 
sum of the distance of the four variables on the vector 
space between each qualifying stock in the Taiwan 50 
group and each qualifying stock in the non-Taiwan 50 
group and in the same industry; (c) the stock is selected 
as a matching non-Taiwan 50 group constituent if it has 
the shortest weighted sum of distance and the closest 
pair of stocks; (d) the remaining pairs are then added, 
and the process continues until all Taiwan 50 constituents 
are exhausted and matched. 

So as to make the two groups as comparable as 
possible and increase the reliability of our study, the 
process tries to minimize the weighted sum of the 
distance between the Taiwan 50 group and the matching 
non-Taiwan 50 group, and then ensures that each stock 
in the same pair there would have a similar value as do 
the variables. Through the aforementioned processes, we 
obtain the Taiwan 50 group and non-Taiwan 50 groups as 
a control group. We also get the exchange rate data from 
the Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan). 

All daily price, daily and weekly return rate, risk-free 

rate, and relative data are obtained from the Taiwan 
Economic Journal (TEJ), which is a local data vendor. 

 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The financial market varies from minute to minute, and many 
factors may cause the fluctuation, and thus we cannot predict the 
movement exactly. Aside from the stocks in the Taiwan 50 index, 
there are still some related firm-specific factors that may cause 
volatilities to differ. Several of these factors include systematic risk,  
price level, firm size, and foreign exchange exposure. In light of 
Harris (1989), two methods are used to control for variation due to 
these factors. The first uses a cross-sectional analysis of a 
covariance regression model to model these effects and controls 
the variation. The other one selects the non-Taiwan 50 group 
carefully, controlling for the variation by making the two groups as 
comparable as possible. In practice, the regression model is never 
estimated and specified perfectly, and the two groups never match 
excellently, but our research methodology and sample selection in 
this study follow the exact methods of Harris (1989) and Bae et al. 
(2004) to ensure the greatest extent possible that the results do not 
depend on differences in easily identified determinants of volatility 
and make our empirical methodology more reliable. 

In what follows, the methodology employs the four factors as 
variables that are adopted by Harris (1989) and Bae et al. (2004), 
using them to control for variations in spot stock volatility and to 
examine the mean difference on volatility between the Taiwan 50 
stocks and non-Taiwan 50 stocks for the three observed sub-
periods separately. A cross-sectional analysis of the covariance 
regression model as follows is used to measure the mean 
difference between two periods for both groups and to estimate 
each stock of the two empirical groups over the three sub-periods, 
separately: 

 

 (1) 
 
 

where i
STD

 is the return (log price relative) standard deviation of 

stock i ; jDT
 in our regression model is defined as a dummy 

variable; if the observation is in Period II,  then  1
DT

  is  given  the  

value of 1 and 0 otherwise; 2
DT

 is set as 1 for Period III and 0 

otherwise. The regression parameter of DT , ja
1 , measures the 

average difference in stock return standard deviations between 
Period I and other observed periods for variations in order to link up  
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with four firm-specific characteristics. Hence, a11 and a12 represent 
the difference in stock return standard deviation between Period I 
and Period II, and between Period I and Period III, separately. 
Obviously, this part is a leading role in our study. The term 

SYSRISK  is defined as the absolute value of stock beta of each 
stock multiplied by the standard deviation of market return, which 
represents the systematic risk of each stock in the sample (

2

m

im
iBeta

σ

σ
=

, where im
σ

 represents the covariance between 

returns on stock i and market portfolio; 

2

m
σ

 represents the variance 
of market portfolio in return). The stock beta also helps to model the 
volatility change due to non-systematic fundamental firm risk since 
beta contains information about the firm’s leverage ratio. The term  
FSIZE models non-systematic components of return variation which 
is the natural logarithm of a firm’s market value. We calculate this 
variable by the stock price multiplied by the number of common 
shares outstanding. Here, FSIZE could capture non-systematic 
components that influence stock price volatility and variation 
associated with bid/ask. However, we predict that large firms have 
smaller non-systematic variation and bid/ask spreads than smaller 
firms, because they are better diversified, less subject to cata-
strophic events, and trade in more liquid markets. Therefore, we 
predict Taiwan 50 constituents to have lower volatility than the other 
stocks. According to the studies of Harris (1989) and Bae et al. 
(2004), INVP is calculated as the square root of the average inverse 
squared price. This variable is the inverse stock price level and 
captures price volatility that may be associated with bid/ask 
spreads. Moreover, Taiwan is a country that relies heavily on inter-
national trade and foreign capital and is sensitive to international 
events. Hence, foreign exchange rate exposure is more important 
to Taiwan’s economy, especially in the stock market. Our model 
defines the last variable, FXRISK, as foreign exchange rate 
exposure of Taiwan stocks in the sample, which measures the 
impact of foreign exchange rate changes on each stock return and 
volatility. We acquire the exchange rate exposure by the following 
regression model for the three sub-periods (We run the regression 
with weekly returns of each sample stock i at time t): 
 

tititm

m

iiti FXFXRISKRR
,,,

εβα +∆++=
,   (2) 

 

Where tiR
,  is the weekly stock return for firm i at time t, tmR

,  is 
the Taiwan stock market’s weekly return at time t, and ∆FXt is the 
weekly log difference of the nominal Taiwan NTD/U.S. dollar 
exchange rate. We obtain the regression parameter of individual 
stocks and then place in Equation 1 in absolute terms. 
 
 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 

This study divides stocks into two groups and further 
divides the sample period into three sub-periods based 
on Taiwan 50 index trading and the introduction of Taiwan 
50 index futures. We examine whether the launch of 
index futures will cause significant effects and compare 
spot price volatility change between the Taiwan 50 group 
and the matching non-Taiwan 50 group. While both 
groups are sensitive to broad economic factors, only 
Taiwan 50 stocks are expected to be directly influenced 
by index and futures trading unless there is spillover. We 
first adopt the stocks shown in Table 1  and  compare  the  
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mean and median daily and weekly standard deviations 
between Taiwan 50 stocks and the non-Taiwan 50 stocks. 
Based on the empirical results of Table 2, we find that 
both mean and median daily and weekly standard devia-
tions of Taiwan 50 stocks are significantly lower than the 
stocks that have no futures trading at least at the 0.1 
level of significance, except for Period I. It is interesting 
that both the mean and median spot price volatility of 
these two groups have experienced a steady decrease in 
the three sub-periods. It is also interesting that both 
groups present the biggest decrease when Taiwan 50 
index was published. Using the mean values of daily 
standard deviations displayed in Table 2, the degrees of 
decrease are about 0.006% and 0.005% for the Taiwan 
50 stocks and non-Taiwan 50 stocks, respectively. 

In addition, the trading of Taiwan 50 index futures and 
Taiwan Top 50 Tracker Fund (TTT) also induces a 
volatility decrease for both Taiwan 50 and non-Taiwan 50 
stocks. We now compare these stock returns’ standard 
deviations between two periods (Table 2: Panel A and B) 
and examine whether Taiwan 50 index trading and the 
introduction of Taiwan 50 index futures brought about a 
steady volatility change relative to the reference period 
(Period I represents pre-Taiwan 50 index publication). To 
follow the empirical results of Table 2, we perceive that all 
mean and median daily and weekly standard deviations 
decrease over the sample sub-periods, irrespective of 
data frequency. Compared with the reference period, 
Period II (post-Taiwan 50 index publications) and Period 
III (post-Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT trading) 
experienced a statistically significant decrease on the 
stock daily and weekly return volatility at the 0.01 level of 
significance for the two groups separately. Moreover, 
comparing Period II with Period III, we can prove stock 
return volatility significantly decreased at least at the 0.05 
level. For these empirical results, we claim that the tra-
ding of Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT are associated 
with a significant decrease on the spot price volatility for 
either the Taiwan 50 stocks or the non-Taiwan 50 stocks. 
Furthermore, the spot price volatility of Taiwan 50 stocks 
is significantly lower than non-Taiwan 50 stocks for all 
periods. Table 3 displays the regression results of 
Equation 1 by controlling the four variables relative to 
firm-specific factors, as well as period dummy variable to 
estimate the daily spot return volatility. 

According to the coefficient of determination, this 
regression model explains it well, especially for Taiwan 50 
stocks and the pooled stocks groups which are explained 
at about 95% and 94.5%, respectively. Based on these 
results of the estimated regression coefficients, SYSRISK 
is positive and significant at the 0.01 level in all groups. It 
means that higher systematic risk will bring higher spot 
price volatility to individual stocks. Additionally, larger 
firms are assumed to be well diversified, have corporate 
governance, are less risky and offer better market liqui-
dity than small firms. Hence, we use the regression 
coefficient of FSIZE to investigate the effect of the market  
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Table 2. Comparison of mean and median daily and weekly standard deviations between the two groups of stocks. Panel 
A: Comparison of stock returns’ standard deviations between Taiwan 50 stocks and matching non-Taiwan 50 stocks. 
 

Period 

Daily return (%)  Weekly return (%) 

STD_TW STD_NTW 
t-Statistic 

(z-Statistic) 

 STD_TW STD_NTW 
t-Statistic 

(z-Statistic) 
Mean Mean  Mean Mean 

(Median) (Median)  (Median) (Median) 

I 
0.032 0.034 1.528  0.078 0.079 0.441 

(0.034) (0.036) (1.810)*  (0.075) (0.080) (0.874) 

        

II 
0.026 0.029 2.626***  0.055 0.064 2.606*** 

(0.025) (0.028) (2.765)***  (0.051) (0.061) (2.810)*** 

        

III 
0.022 0.025 3.099***  0.048 0.058 3.541*** 

(0.021) (0.025) (3.249)***  (0.046) (0.057) (3.828)*** 
 

This table compares the difference of standard deviations between Taiwan 50 stocks and the stocks that have no futures trading 
in different periods. STD_TW = stock return standard deviation of Taiwan 50 stocks; STD_NTW = stock return standard 
deviation of matching non-Taiwan 50 stocks; t-statistics are for the difference in mean standard deviation between the two 
samples; z-statistics are for the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test that the median standard deviation is the same in the two 
samples (Panel A) or in two periods (Panel B); Period I = pre-Taiwan 50 company publication period; Period II = post-publication 
period; Period III = post-futures and TTT trading period. 

 
 
 

Panel B: Comparison of stock returns’ standard deviations between two periods. 
 

Periods to be compared  
Daily return (%)  Weekly return (%) 

STD_TW STD_NTW  STD_TW STD_NTW 

I vs. II 
t-statistic 4.564*** 9.233***  5.802*** 9.060*** 

z-statistic 4.957*** 9.554***  5.438*** 9.157*** 

       

I vs. III 
t-statistic 7.578*** 18.411***  8.477*** 14.174*** 

z-statistic 6.351*** 15.517***  6.397*** 13.030*** 

       

II vs. III 
t-statistic 3.881*** 8.941***  2.074** 4.123*** 

z-statistic 3.633*** 8.272***  1.969** 3.567*** 
 

*, **, and *** denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 
 
 
 

value of each company on volatility. It is negative and 
significant at the 0.01 level for all groups. This result fits 
in with our expectation. Moreover, the INVP is negative 
and significantly related to spot price volatility at least at 
the 0.05 level, except for the Taiwan 50 group. Finally, we 
use FXRISK to measures the foreign exchange rate 
exposure of Taiwan stocks. The empirical result indicates 
this variable is positive and highly significant at the 0.01 
level for three observed groups. Therefore, we conclude 
that higher foreign exchange rate exposure is associated 
with greater spot price volatility for individual stocks. We 
are more concerned about the regression coefficients of 
DT1 and DT2 that measure the mean standard deviation 
differences of Period II and Period III relative to Period I, 
respectively. 

Table 3 shows that DT1and DT2 are positive and highly 
statistically  significant  at  the  0.01  level  for  Taiwan  50 
stocks  and  pooled   stocks.   This  finding   shows   even  

stronger evidence of an upward trend of spot price 
volatility when the Taiwan 50 index was launched and 
after the introduction of Taiwan 50 index futures. How-
ever, the non-Taiwan 50 set shows a significantly contrary 
result. Altogether, the publication of the Taiwan 50 index 
and the trading of Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT have 
caused a significantly direct increase on the underlying 
spot price volatility. From the regression model, we 
conclude that the trading of Taiwan 50 index futures and 
TTT may have served as destabilizing influences at least 
in the under-lying securities in the market. In order to gain 
further evidence to examine the mean standard deviation 
difference between Taiwan 50 index constituents and 
non-Taiwan 50 stocks, we run the following modified 
regression model by using a dummy variable, DTW, to 
replace the original dummy variables. We examine 
whether the stocks included in the Taiwan 50 index will 
cause a significant influence in different periods: 
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Table 3. Regression analysis of stock price volatility for two groups. 
 

Variable 

Taiwan 50 stocks  Non-Taiwan 50 stocks  Pooled stocks 

Regression 
coefficient 

t-statistics  
Regression 
coefficient 

t-Statistics  
Regression 
coefficient 

t-statistics 

Intercept 0.050 3.021***  0.030 12.889***  0.018 3.268*** 

DT1 0.004 2.312**  -0.001 -4.052***  3.626 3.626*** 

DT2 0.008 6.383***  -0.003 -11.403***  8.888 8.888*** 

SYSRISK 1.403 291.84***  1.001 101.53***  403.871 403.87*** 

FSIZE -0.002 -3.056***  -0.001 -6.905***  -3.214 -3.214*** 

INVP -0.030 -1.481  -0.011 -4.980***  -2.192 -2.192** 

FXRISK 0.00012 70.646***  2.24E-05 24.379***  92.577 92.577*** 

         

Durbin-Watson statistics 1.682  1.567  1.653 

Adjusted R
2
 0.950  0.652  0.945 

Number of observations 123  123  246 
 

In this table we use period dummy variables to examine the Taiwan 50 group and the non-Taiwan 50 group as follows: 
 

ii

j
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where STD = standard deviation of daily stock returns; DT1 = a period dummy variable with a value of 1 for Period II and 0 otherwise; 
DT2 = a period dummy variable with a value of 1 for Period III and 0 otherwise; SYSRISK = systematic risk measured by the absolute 
value of stock beta multiplied by the standard deviation of market returns; FSIZE = firm size measured by the natural logarithm of 
market value, computed by the closing stock price multiplied by the number of commons shares outstanding; INVP = square root of the 
average inverse squared price; FXRISK = absolute value of foreign exchange risk exposure estimated by Equation 2. *, **, and *** 
denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 
 

iiiiii
uFXRISKbINVPbFSIZEbSYSRISKbDTWbbSTD ++++++=

543210 .  (3) 
 
 
 

In Equation 3 we give DTW a value of 1 if the stock is 
included in the Taiwan 50 index and 0 if the stock is 
classified in the matching non-Taiwan 50 group. Because 
of this definition, the regression coefficient b1 represents 
the mean difference in standard deviations between 
Taiwan 50 stocks and non-Taiwan 50 stocks. Table 4 
shows the empirical results of Equation 3. According to 
the regression results of the three periods, more than 
60% of the changes in spot price volatility can be 
explained by the five variables in our regression model. In 
addition, the entire regression coefficients of the four firm-
specific variables are significant at least at the 0.05 level 
and have approximately similar results with Table 3. We 
can now focus our attention to the primary regression 
coefficient of DTW. 

In Period I the coefficient of DTW is negative and 
significant, meaning that the stocks included in Taiwan 50 
index have lower volatility than non-Taiwan 50 stocks. 
This finding is consistent with the empirical results in 
Table 2. It is interesting that the regression coefficient of 
DTW has a positive sign only and is significant in Period 
III. This finding indicates that the mean standard deviation 
of the Taiwan 50 stocks is higher than the matching non-
Taiwan 50 stocks after the Taiwan  50  index  futures  was  

introduced. To review the outcome in Table 3, the 
volatilities exhibit an upward trend for Taiwan 50 stocks, 
but have an adverse outcome in non-Taiwan 50 stocks 
when the index futures were published. Through the 
trade-off, Taiwan 50 index constituents have become 
more fluctuating after the introduction of Taiwan 50 index 
futures. We find from the results that the introduction of 
derivatives caused volatility to increase in Tables 2 to 4. 
This is because we use a cross-sectional analysis of the 
covariance regression model to model the effects of firm-
specific factors and control the variation. This process 
may increase the accuracy and reliability when we focus 
on the effect of introducing derivatives. 

The results on spot price volatility between Taiwan 50 
stocks and non-Taiwan 50 stocks are in little part 
contrasting to those reported by Bae et al. (2004) for the 
South Korea market. Bae et al. (2004) report that for the 
entire sub-periods the KOSPI 200 stocks always have 
consistently lower spot price volatility than the non-
KOSPI 200 stocks. In retrospect to the studies of Harris 
(1989) and Chang et al. (1999), they find that the launch 
of derivatives is associated with an increase in spot price 
volatility and has induced a higher volatility than the 
control group. As mentioned earlier in this  paper,  Taiwan  
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Table 4. Regression analysis of stock price volatility by three difference periods for two groups. 
 

Variable Period I Period II Period III 

Intercept 
0.026 0.044 0.083 

(10.836)*** (9.275)*** (4.465)*** 

    

DTW 
-0.001 -0.0003 0.007 

(-4.705)*** (-0.757) (3.670)*** 

    

SYSRISK 
0.987 0.990 1.384 

(101.046)*** (54.141)*** (275.961)*** 

    

FSIZE 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.003 

(-4.780)*** (-6.864)*** (-4.262)*** 

    

INVP 
-0.009 -0.010 -0.024 

(-3.368)*** (-2.176)** (-1.496) 

    

FXRISK 
1.48E-05 4.09E-05 0.0001 

(22.532)*** (14.386)*** (72.672)*** 

    

Durbin-Watson statistics 1.582 1.454 1.720 

Adjusted R
2
 0.655 0.606 0.954 

Number of observations 78 82 86 
 

In this table we investigate whether a stock included in the Taiwan 50 index will induce a significant difference 
for four different periods by the following regression model: 
 

  
 
where STD = standard deviation of daily stock returns; DTW = a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the stock 
is included in the Taiwan 50 and 0 otherwise; SYSRISK = systematic risk measured by absolute value of the 
stock beta multiplied by the standard deviation of market returns; FSIZE = firm size measured by the natural 
logarithm of market value, computed by the closing stock price multiplied by the number of commons shares 
outstanding; INVP = square root of the average inverse squared price; FXRISK = absolute value of foreign 
exchange risk exposure estimated by Equation 2 in our study; Period I = pre-Taiwan 50 company publication 
period; Period II = post-publication period; Period III = post-futures and TTT trading period. *, **, and *** denote 
significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 
 
 

50 index futures and Taiwan top 50 tracker fund launched 
at same day. We thus cannot easily judge whether both 
financial products have caused same effects on spot 
price volatility. However, according to the trading volume 
in 2003 and 2004, Taiwan 50 index futures are only 4,068 
and 6,157, respectively, but at the same time the trading 
volume of Taiwan top 50 tracker fund are 87,359 and 
177,379, respectively. From these figures, we can find 
that the difference in trading volume is extreme. 
Therefore, we can safely conjecture that the introduction 
of Taiwan top 50 tracker fund leads more effects on spot 
price volatility than does the Taiwan 50 index futures and 
causes the spot price volatility to have a stronger upward 
trend and outperformance. The electronics sector is the 
main industry in Taiwan, and its performance always 
influences economic development and stock market 
trading volume. Therefore, we use the same aspects and 
repeat the analytical process to examine the  influence  of  

derivatives trading on the electronics sector (In this 
empirical part the stocks of the electronics sector are 
selected from the Taiwan 50 constituents and non-Taiwan 
50 stocks separately). 

From Tables 5 and 6, we find that the electronics stocks 
in both groups have the same result in four variables. In 
addition, all groups undergo an experience of a steady 
decrease on spot price volatility, and the Taiwan 50 elec-
tronics stocks have consistent and significantly lower spot 
price volatility than non-Taiwan 50 electronics stocks for 
the entire sub-periods. Compared with previous 
conclusions, we find that index futures trading is a desta-
bilization factor, but the launch of index futures could 
enable the volatility to further decrease for high business 
cycle stocks like the electronics sector. From this result, 
we defiantly claim that all industrial groups drive up 
volatility, except for the electronics sector. We can now 
finally  discuss  which  group  has  a  better   performance  

0 1 2 3 4 5
,

i i i i i i
STD b b DTW b SYSRISK b FSIZE b INVP b FXRISK u= + + + + + +
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Table 5. Regression analysis for the electronic sectors of two groups. 
 

Variable 
Taiwan 50 electronics stocks  Non-Taiwan 50 electronics stocks 

Regression coefficient t-statistics  Regression coefficient t-statistics 

Intercept 0.039 13.045  0.034 12.128*** 

DT1 -0.003 -11.403***  -0.002 -4.826*** 

DT2 -0.003 -14.204***  -0.003 -9.148*** 

SYSRISK 1.010 101.298***  0.957 78.628*** 

FSIZE -0.001 -8.834***  -0.001 -6.713*** 

INVP 0.013 2.903***  -0.012 -3.555*** 

FXRISK 4.50E-06 6.342***  1.93E-05 18.556*** 
      

Durbin-Watson statistics  1.594  1.651 

Adjusted R2  0.746  0.653 

Number of observations  75  75 
 

We use the following regression analysis to examine the effect of introducing index futures and TTT on the electronics sector: 

∑
=

++++++=
2

1

543210
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where STD = standard deviation of daily stock returns; DT1 = a period dummy variable with a value of 1 for Period II and 0 otherwise; DT2 
= a period dummy variable with a value of 1 for Period III and 0 otherwise; SYSRISK = systematic risk measured by the absolute value of 
stock beta multiplied by the standard deviation of market returns; FSIZE = firm size measured by the natural logarithm of market value, 
computed by the closing stock price multiplied by the number of commons shares outstanding; INVP = square root of the average inverse 
squared price; FXRISK = absolute value of foreign exchange risk exposure estimated by Equation 2. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 
0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 
 

Table 6. Regression analysis of volatility by three different periods for the electronic sectors for two groups. 
 

Variable Period I Period II Period III 

Intercept 
0.036 0.031 0.031 

(13.359)*** (5.624)*** (8.996)*** 
    

DTWE 
-0.0003 -0.001 -0.001 

(-1.050) (-2.611)*** (-2.337)** 
    

SYSRISK 
0.951 0.970 1.043 

(85.887)*** (43.499)*** (83.717)*** 
    

FSIZE 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 

(-7.644)*** (-3.429)*** (-6.146)*** 
    

INVP 
-0.007 -0.010 -0.003 

(-1.377) (-1.367) (-0.978) 
    

FXRISK 
7.95E-06 3.82E-05 6.18E-05 

(11.642)*** (11.450)*** (21.287)*** 
    

Durbin-Watson statistics 1.619 1.508 1.763 

Adjusted R2 0.642 0.613 0.728 

Number of observations 58 50 42 
 

This table examines the difference of volatility by three periods for the electronics sector by the following regression 
model: 

iiiiii
uFXRISKbINVPbFSIZEbSYSRISKbDTWEbbSTD ++++++=

543210 , 
where STD = standard deviation of daily stock returns; DTWE = a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the electronics 
stock is included in the Taiwan 50 and 0 otherwise; SYSRISK = systematic risk measured by the absolute value of 
stock beta multiplied by the standard deviation of market returns; FSIZE = firm size measured by the natural logarithm 
of market value, computed by the closing stock price multiplied by the number of commons shares outstanding; INVP = 
square root of the average inverse squared price; FXRISK = absolute value of foreign exchange risk exposure 
estimated by Equation 2; Period I = pre-Taiwan 50 company publication period; Period II = post-publication period; 
Period III = post-futures and TTT trading period. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, 
respectively. 
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Table 7. Comparison of performance for two groups by Sharpe measure.  
 
Panel A: Comparison of Sharpe measure between Taiwan 50 stocks and matching non-Taiwan 50 stocks for the 
short and long term. 
 

Day Taiwan 50 stocks (Mean) Non-Taiwan 50 stocks (Mean) t-statistics 

Pre-tw50 (-90) -0.556 -0.531 0.632 

Pre-tw50 (-30) -0.448 -0.523 2.018** 

Pre-tw50 (-10) 0.051 0.001 0.849 

After-tw50 (+10) -0.440 -0.495 0.416 

After-tw50 (+30) -0.506 -0.526 0.241 

After-tw50 (+90) -0.509 -0.481 0.723 

Pre-futures (-90) -0.393 -0.403 0.264 

Pre-futures (-30) -0.294 -0.207 1.471 

Pre-futures (-10) -0.594 -0.392 2.407** 

After-futures (+10) -0.115 -0.033 0.919 

After-futures (+30) -0.344 -0.289 0.971 

After-futures (+90) -0.334 -0.294 1.337 
 

We examine whether the introduction of Taiwan 50 index futures will cause a better performance by the Sharpe Measure. Pre-
tw50 represents the days before the Taiwan 50 index began trading; after-tw50 represents the days following Taiwan 50 index 
trading; Pre-futures represents the days before Taiwan 50 index futures trading; after-futures represents the days following 
Taiwan 50 index futures trading. The number in “( )” means the time range. The dates of the two main events taking place are 
not included in all the time ranges. 

 

Panel B: Comparison of Share Ratio between the launch of Taiwan 50 index and the introduction of Taiwan 50 
index futures for the short and long term. 
 

Range 
Taiwan 50 stocks Non-Taiwan 50 stocks 

(t-statistics) (t-statistics) 

Pre-tw50 (-10) vs. after-tw50 (+10) 7.106*** 3.796*** 

Pre-tw50 (-30) vs. after-tw50 (+30) 1.218 0.011 

Pre-tw50 (-90) vs. after-tw50 (+90) 1.319 1.203 

Pre-futures (-10) vs. after-futures (+10) 5.346*** 4.325*** 

Pre-futures (-30) vs. after-futures (+30) 0.914 1.357 

Pre-futures (-90) vs. after-futures (+90) 2.039** 2.775*** 
 

*, **, and *** denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. 

 
 
as well as show the change of performance between the 
two groups after the Taiwan 50 index was published and 
following Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT trading by the 
Sharpe measure. From the results of Table 7, we claim 
that there is no significant difference on performance bet-
ween the two groups (Table 7: Panel A and B). However, 
both groups did have an outperformance run in both the 
short term and long term after Taiwan 50 index futures 
and TTT were launched, except for the timeframe of one 
month. 

Consequently, index futures trading not only pushed up 
volatility further, but also simultaneously raised the 
abnormal return. 
 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this study we examine the influence from the 
introduction of Taiwan 50 index futures and Taiwan top 50 
tracker fund (TTT) on spot price volatility. Specifically, we 
divide the sample period into three sub-periods based  on 

the chief events relative to the publication of the Taiwan 
50 index and the trading of Taiwan 50 index futures and 
TTT. After picking out the careful-matching non-Taiwan 50 
group, we investigate whether there is a mean  difference 
on spot price volatility following Taiwan  50  index  futures  
and TTT trading. In addition, we discuss the change of 
performance between the two groups after the Taiwan 50 
index was launched and following Taiwan 50 index 
futures and TTT trading by the Sharpe measure (Table 7: 
Panel A and B). Subsequently, we use the same aspects 
and repeat the analytical process to examine the 
changes of volatility on Taiwan’s main business industry, 
the electronics sector.  

Based on the empirical results, the launches of the 
Taiwan 50 index, Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT have 
statistically and significantly increased the spot price 
volatility for the underlying market. For the most part, 
Taiwan 50 stocks possess lower volatility than non-
Taiwan 50 stocks, but the period of following Taiwan 50 
index futures and TTT trading reports a contrary 
outcome. 



 
 
 
 

In the view of the empirical research, we find that the 
Taiwan 50 stocks have more fluctuation than the non- 
Taiwan 50 stocks after the introduction of Taiwan 50 index 
futures and TTT. This finding could explain why the period 
of following Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT trading has 
a different outcome that Taiwan 50 group has a higher 
volatility. Accordingly, we claim that the introduction of 
Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT  caused  the  spot  price  
volatility to have a stronger upward trend that served as 
destabilizing  influences  in  the  spot  market.   Moreover, 
based on the huge trading volume difference, we 
conjecture that the Taiwan top 50 tracker fund has more 
powerful influence on the price volatility than does the 
Taiwan 50 index futures. Our empirical findings are for 
the most part consistent with the previous studies of 
Harris (1989), Chang et al. (1999), and Bae et al. (2004). 
However, Gulen and Mayhew (2000) argue that different 
contract designs, trading mechanisms, and regulatory 
environments affect the empirical results. 
Accordingly, we claim that the introduction of Taiwan 50 
index futures and TTT are a destabilizing factor on 
underlying stocks for the Taiwan market. Although the 
publication of Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT trading  is 
a destabilization factor, the launch of Taiwan 50 index 
futures and TTT may have enabled the volatility to further 
decrease for the electronics sector. From our empirical 
results, the introduction of the Taiwan 50 index futures 
and TTT brought about more variance on underlying spot 
price volatility, but also in association with out 
performance. This outcome conforms to the theory that 
securities or portfolios which possess more risk will move 
along with higher returns. Because the Taiwan 50 index is 
the only tradable index in Taiwan, it is convenient to make 
it a passive management for investors. Therefore, this 
study could help provide investors to make choices in a 
world with uncertainty and to adjust their investment 
strategies, depending on their degree of risk aversion 
after the Taiwan 50 index futures and TTT were introduced. 
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